March 9, 2019
Warriors 46, Mavs 34

Warriors out-last Mavs, 46-34

Warriors vs Mavs featured each team’s offenses on fire, knocking down virtually every
shot. The Mavs jumped out to an early 8-0 lead during the first few minutes of the quarter, as
Preston Loncar (17 points, 12 rebounds, 2 steals, 3 blocks) and Braydon Marcus (13 points, 3
rebounds, 2 steals) each did a great job of pushing the pace of play. Marcus added a basket,
while Loncar had 3 rebounds and 4 points in the opening minutes. Owen Zorn also added a
basket. However, in the 2nd half of the quarter, the Warriors stormed back. AJ Cinquino (22
points, 6 rebounds, 2 blocks) scored 6 points, while Ryan Richner (10 points, 9 rebounds, 5
steals) added 4 points of his own. At the end of the 1st quarter, the Warriors held a 10-8 lead.
The Warriors held a slight edge in the 2nd quarter, after Colton Becker took control of the
point guard position, scoring on back-to-back floaters. AJ Cinquino also added a basket.
However, Preston Loncar 5 rebounds while scoring 4 points. Anthony Baran (2 points, 6
rebounds, 2 steals) also asserted himself on the glass in the quarter, ripping down 4 rebounds. At
half-time, the Warriors held a 16-12 lead.
The Warriors turned it on in the 3rd quarter, doubling up their score. Ryan Richner led the
way by slicing through the defense, scoring 6 points. AJ Cinquino also had 4 points to go along
with 2 blocks, and Colton Becker added another 4 points off nice drives to the basket. Rocco
Prezioso also added a basket. For the Mavs, Braydon Marcus added 5 points, including a 3pointer, while Preston Loncar continued to work inside, scoring another 4 points, while adding 4
rebounds. Anthony Baran also had a very nice take to the basket. At the end of the 3rd quarter,
the Warriors led 32-23.
The Warriors ultimately pulled away in the 4th quarter. AJ Cinquino took over on offense,
scoring 10 points, including a 3-pointer. He also found Colton Becker and Richie Andres for
baskets, while Diego Andres ripped down 4 boards. Ryan Richner also grabbed 3 rebounds in the
frame.
Braydon Marcus put on a show in the 4th quarter for the Mavs, scoring two 3-pointers,
including one from the logo (!). Preston Loncar also continued to do his thing, as he scored an
additional 5 points, including a 3-pointer of his own.
The Warriors size was ultimately too much of the Mavs to match, as they defeated their
opponent 46-34.

